Guy wire

Straight Tie supports young trees

Straight Tie guy wires are simple, neat and easy to install, saving both time and material. Made from 9-gauge galvanized wire, they have a 360-degree loop at one end and are covered with a weather resistant sleeve to protect the tree from damage along with special self-locking fasteners. Straight Tie allows newly planted trees, up to 1-1/2 caliper to be supported with just one stake. Straight Tie allows the tree to move naturally so it develops properly.
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Adjustable width spreader

Vicon units are multipurpose

Vicon has developed the first adjustable width seeder-spreader with a futuristic design that eliminates "dead corners," according to Dennis Schwitters, President. The hoppers are shaped like a television tube with rounded corners. The multipurpose machines can be used for any type job a superintendent has in mind—fertilizing, seeding, applying herbicides, insecticides—with accuracy. Schwitters says coverage is thorough, continuous and accurately metered from start to finish, even on hilly fairways.

A special key lets the driver adjust the spreading width from 20 to 45 feet with just a twist of the wrist. Vicon's seeder-spreaders are available in seven models ranging from a hopper load of 400 to 2400 pounds.
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Diesel mower

Howard Price has 27-hp, 72" unit

The Turf Blazer 727 with its 27-hp Yammar liquid cooled diesel engine and 72-inch cutting head combines diesel lugging power, durability and fuel efficiency with the trimming capabilities of an out-front offset deck. A foot-pedal controlled hydrostatic transmission provides speed variation from 0-10 mph forward and 0-5 mph in reverse—a mowing capacity up to 3.7 acres per hour, depending on conditions. Optional attachments include a 52-inch, two-stage snow blower, rotary broom, roll-over protection and cab.
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Controller pedestal

Weather-matic's features dual posts

Weather-matic's new dual-post pedestal now has two separate, roomy channels for the 24V and 115V wiring. This new model SSRP pedestal is used with Weather-matic controller models SSR, CC-10, and SC-10 to wire the automatic controller and valves of the underground irrigation system. The new model SSRP pedestal posts are of heavy guage, welded steel and finished with corrosion resistant, blue enamel over primer coat.
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Aluminum bridges

10-page brochure contains details

A new 10-page brochure contains detailed descriptions and specifications of A E F Aluminum Bridging Systems, Walkways and Towers. They are designed and built to support personnel, pipes, conveyors, cable-trays, ducts and other utilities. Standard models spanning over 100 ft. are pre-engineered and of modular construction for maximum economy and ease of assembly (no field welding. Made of high strength, light weight, corrosion-resistant aluminum alloys, they require no painting and are virtually maintenance free.
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